[Experiences with surgical management of facial basal cell carcinoma and procedures for plastic reconstruction].
No recurrences and optimal aesthetic outcomes after R0 resection and plastic reconstruction of the face are the goals in the surgical treatment of basal cell carcinoma. The aim of this study was to evaluate recurrence rates and to evaluate different reconstructive techniques. This study included 205 follow-up patients undergoing R0 resection of primary basal cell carcinoma and facial skin reconstruction between 1998 and 2002; data were analyzed retrospectively. The most frequent locations of basal cell carcinoma were the nasal (40.5%) and orbital (22.9%) regions. The rate of recurrence after 2.5 years (6 months-5 years) was 7.3%. Local flaps, full-thickness skin grafts, and sliding flaps were usually performed; indications for split-thickness skin grafts were rare. Disturbances of sensation were found in only 3.6% of the sliding flaps and in 11.7% of the local flaps, but 22.7% in full-thickness and 38.7% in split-thickness skin grafts. The aesthetic outcome, evaluated by clinical inspection and a patient satisfaction score, was classified as "unobtrusive" and "good or excellent" for 88.4% of local flaps, 92.6% of sliding flaps, but only for 66.4% of full-thickness and 54% of split-thickness skin grafts. Local flaps and sliding flaps result in better aesthetic and neurological outcomes after reconstruction of facial skin regions. Skin grafts have their indications as an alternative procedure in cases of critical indications for flaps.